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George Bickham (1684–1758) was an English writing master and engraver. He is best known for
his engraving work in The Universal Penman, a collection of writing exemplars which helped to
popularize the English Round Hand script in the 18th century. Many of the examples in
Bickham's Universal Penman focus on the importance of strong and legible writing for young
men working in business or government.

“Laura Stack provides a ton of practical techniques for keeping energy up in our time-starved
era. I love this book because it is easy to reference and fun to read!”--Vince Poscente, New York
Times bestselling author of The Age of Speed“If you're feeling tired, overwhelmed and ready for
change, The Exhaustion Cure is packed with realistic strategies for taking better care of your
most important asset: you. You will refer to it again and again in your journey to a more energetic
life."--Valorie Burton, author of How Did I Get So Busy?From Publishers WeeklyWith brisk
efficiency, Stack (Leave the Office Earlier) breezes through 21 factors affecting the energy or
capacity to perform the myriad duties, obligations, responsibilities and activities of daily
schedules. In an appealingly simple format, Stack breaks these factors into three categories:
physiological (including diet, nutrition, sleep, exercise and metabolism), practices (attitude,
relaxation, time management, etc.) and periphery (environment, relationships and stress level),
and guides readers through three weeks of replacing energy bandits with corresponding energy
boosters. Her health advice focuses on maximum results in little time; her cures for major energy
drains (cigarettes, caffeine, electronic devices, workaholism, perfectionism and procrastination,
for example) are practical, and her perspectives on stressful home and workplace relationships
are refreshing. She helps readers distinguish between status quo tasks and more fulfilling ones
that move them forward, and makes a strong case for focusing rather than multitasking. While
her just do it approach may not work for everyone, it just might help many clear a path to
realizing their dreams. (May)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier
Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the
AuthorLaura Stack, MBA, CSP, is a personal productivity expert and the author of Leave the
Office Earlier and Find More Time. As a professional speaker, she helps workers Leave the
Office Earlier® with Maximum Results in Minimum Time™. Laura is the president of The
Productivity Pro®, Inc., an international time-management company whose clients include
Microsoft, GM, Time Warner, Lockheed Martin, and Bank of America. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileThis audio aims to help listeners get excited
about improving their energy level and productivity. The author describes well-known practices
that lower stress, boost feel-good hormones, and promote the steady supply of energy everyone
needs to be productive. She sounds energetic: Her perky reading will motivate people to



consider adopting habits like better sleep and relaxation, healthy eating, regular intellectual
stimulation, good sex and relationships, and reasonable exercise. She doesn't mince words in
describing energy-draining states like overwork, extreme emotions, or substance abuse and
offers a backdrop of medical/technical information, all without sounding tedious. With her
genuine optimism never far from center stage, this is a well-crafted reminder that with a few
lifestyle changes we can give ourselves what we need to enjoy life more. T.W. © AudioFile 2010,
Portland, Maine --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.OneSleepPhysiology quiz item #1:I love the last letter of the
alphabetYou might be surprised to learn that researchers have discovered a single treatment
that boosts energy levels, improves memory, increases your ability to concentrate, strengthens
the immune system, and decreases your risk of being killed in accidents. Sound too good to be
true? It gets even better. If you knew the treatment was completely free, had no side effects, and
that you would consider it highly enjoyable, would you try it? Sure, you would. The answer is an
extra sixty to ninety minutes of sleep each night. (1) Perhaps you've been able to keep up with
your modern, supercharged life by working all day, completing personal work and home chores
late into the night, and sleeping an hour less than is optimal. Warning: without the proper sleep,
you'll experience fatigue, lack of energy, difficulty concentrating, and irritability the next day.
While the body can dig into its reserves for a few days, prolonged time of inadequate sleep is
virtually guaranteed to reduce your effectiveness at anything you attempt to do.In this chapter,
you'll learn how to achieve quality, restful, undisturbed sleep. You'll find out when and if you
should nap. You'll discover how your circadian rhythms are impacted by too much or not enough
sleep. I'll show you how much sleep you need, how to achieve undisturbed sleep, and how to
adopt proper sleep behaviors, so you feel refreshed and recharged in the morning, without
becoming fatigued in the afternoon.***ENERGY BANDIT #1 | Too little sleepAs any parent of
young children knows, sleep can be a fleeting thing the first few years. Sleep deprivation starts
before the baby even arrives. But lack of sleep due to having children is a temporary
inconvenience. However, lack of sleep over a long period of time is downright dangerous. In the
short term, lack of sleep can have the following results:• Decreased performance and alertness:
Sleep deprivation induces significant reductions in performance and alertness. Reducing your
nighttime sleep by as little as one and a half hours for just one night could result in a reduction of
daytime alertness by as much as 32 percent.• Memory and cognitive impairment: Decreased
alertness and excessive daytime sleepiness impair your memory and your cognitive ability--your
ability to think and process information.• Stress on relationships: Disruption of a bed partner's
sleep due to a sleep disorder may cause significant problems for the relationship (for example,
separate bedrooms, conflicts, moodiness, and so forth).• Poor quality of life: You might, for
example, be unable to participate in certain activities that require sustained attention, like going
to the movies, seeing your child in a school play, or watching a favorite TV show.• Lowered
immune system: Your body makes the most immune-strengthening repairs to your cells during
the last, longest period of REM sleep, which begins only after seven hours of slumber, says



Philip Tierno, Ph.D., director of clinical microbiology and immunology at New York University
Medical Center. A solid night of shut-eye will stave off illness. (2) A Harvard study reported in the
journal Neuron (July 3, 2002) concurs: the final two hours of a full night's sleep are critical for the
stage of sleep (stage 2 non-rapid eye movement, or NREM) that allows the maximum benefit for
learning motor skills.• Occupational injury: Excessive sleepiness also contributes to a greater
than twofold higher risk of sustaining an occupational injury. • Automobile injury: The National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) estimates conservatively that each year drowsy
driving is responsible for at least 100,000 automobile crashes, 71,000 injuries, and 1,550
fatalities. (3)• Appetite: According to the Journal of the American Medical Association and
Lancet, sleep deprivation can negatively influence the stress hormone cortisol. If you aren't
getting adequate sleep, you may be hungry even after eating a sufficient amount of food. In
addition to affecting appetite control, sleep loss can also interfere with carbohydrate metabolism
(the process of breaking down carbs), which leads to an increase in blood glucose levels,
causing insulin to be released, which can lead to weight gain and increased fat storage. (4) Try
this online test to see if you're sleep-deprived: http://www.smmc.com/Epworth-Sleepiness-
Scale.105.0.html.ENERGY BOOSTER | Get the right amount of sleepTonight, you are going to
get the proper amount of sleep—for you. Every individual is different. It's not too late to raise your
personal energy level by getting the proper amount of sleep. Most people aged sixteen to sixty-
five require six to nine hours per night, but you may need somewhere between five and ten.
Don't be afraid to experiment until you get it right. To learn more about sleep deprivation and how
to fight it, visit http://www.sleep-deprivation.com.The common sleep wisdom has been to work
eight hours, sleep eight hours, and rest eight hours. But some people need more sleep and
some need less. Your exact sleep requirements depend on many factors:• your age (infants, 16
hours; babies, 10-14 hours; young children, 10-12 hours; teenagers, 9 hours; adults, 7-8 hours),•
how much your parents slept (genetics),• the type of work you do during waking hours,• the
amount of exercise you get,• whether you're still growing,• your sleep behaviors before bedtime,•
your stress level,• how much caffeine, nicotine, and alcohol you consumed during the day,• the
quality of your sleep, and• your body clock.Try not to vary the hours when you go to bed and
when you wake up, even on weekends. A consistent sleep schedule trains your body to go to
sleep and wake up at set times. If you are getting enough sleep, meaning you're going to bed
and waking up at about the same time each day without daytime sleepiness, you won't be able
to sleep in on the weekend. If you sleep longer on weekends than you do during the week, you
have a sleep debt. When you work, you drain your energy account. When you sleep, you
replenish it. If your body needs eight hours of sleep, and you get only six each night during the
week, you are a night of sleep behind come the weekend. Starting today, commit to going to bed
on time to get the amount of sleep your body requires. How will you know? With the right amount
of sleep, you will wake up feeling refreshed, full of energy, and will generally not get sleepy
during the day. Not enough sleep will leave you sluggish, fuzzy-headed, and moody. Too much
sleep will result in fragmented and shallow sleep. Sleep as much as needed to feel healthy the



following day, but not more. Use this helpful sleep diary to track your progress: http://
www.helpguide.org/life/sleep_diary.pdf.***ENERGY BANDIT #2 | Too many cat napsAccording
to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine, you should try to avoid napping at all during the
day if you have trouble sleeping at night (e.g., insomnia, disturbed sleep, or wakeful sleep),
because short naps during the day can partially satisfy your body's need to sleep at night. (5) If
you doze off while reading a book or watching television early in the evening, it may be harder for
you to fall asleep at night. Without napping, when you're ready for sleep, you'll be truly
exhausted, so you'll fall asleep more quickly and sleep more soundly.ENERGY BOOSTER | Nap
wiselyIf you don't have sleep problems and absolutely must take a nap, limit it to one hour and
make sure you wake up before 3:00 pm. If you sleep more than sixty minutes, you risk
experiencing sleep inertia, or grogginess, when you awake. You also want to make sure your nap
is finished four to six hours before you retire for the evening, or it could affect your night's
slumber. Mednick, Stickhold, and other Harvard researchers reported in Nature Neuroscience
(July 2002) that a sixty-minute nap improved afternoon performance on learning tasks, in
essence reversing the effects of information overload from earlier in the day. The slow-wave and
REM sleep experienced in an hour-long nap refreshed the neural networks. An hour-long nap
provided four times as much refreshing sleep as a half-hour nap. "This new linkage of naps to
learning a repetitive task is exciting, but it's too soon to say that naps work like this for
everybody," remarked psychologist Rosalind Cartwright of Rush-Presbyterian St. Luke's Medical
Center in Chicago.***ENERGY BANDIT #3 | Sleep disordersSleep deprivation could be due to
an unrecognized sleep disorder. According to the National Institute of Neurological Disorders
and Stroke, chronic, long-term sleep disorders affect at least 40 million Americans each year.
Left untreated, sleep disorders, and the resulting sleep deprivation, will likely interfere with your
work, driving, and social activities and have negative effects on your physical and mental well-
being. (6)More than one hundred sleep disorders exist, including sleep apnea, narcolepsy,
insomnia, and restless legs syndrome. Sleep disorders are classified into three major
categories: lack of sleep (e.g., insomnia), disturbed sleep (e.g., sleep apnea, REM sleep
behavior disorder, restless legs syndrome, and periodic limb movement disorder), and
excessive sleep (e.g., narcolepsy). (7)In the long term, the clinical consequences of untreated
sleep disorders are large indeed. Most individuals develop cognitive deficits from chronic sleep
debt after only a few nights of reduced sleep quality or quantity, and new evidence suggests
additional important health-related consequences from... --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Laura Lake, “Quite lovely. When I look at a book from this era, I find it most helpful to remember
that teaching and learning have changed greatly over the years. We moderns expect to be led by
the hand, with ruled lines, exercises, encouragement, and so forth. We are also accustomed to
books and paper being affordable and readily availible.Think back to the era when these plates
were engraved. The young scholar would have been red with fury had the price been inflated
with hand holding of that sort. Having already learned one "hand, ie style of penmanship, the
learner knew perfectly well how to draw lines for practice. Likely starting on cheap paper with
pencil, then moving to more expensive paper with ink, they would have followed the well known
maxim that heavy lines are down strokes, light lines are upstrokes, and practice was all.In
addition, these plates contained an education in refined business correspondence and speech.
Letters of Credit, Carpenters Bills, Commissions to Ship master, all served as a clerks
education, giving the new clerk a portfolio to show. Maxims on modesty, Poetry ,pride, honesty,
etc, gave the young clerk the confidence to mingle with his better off employers, and polished
some of his rough spots.In a world before television, internet, or even free lending libraries, a
book such as this was a goldmine In a striving mans access to a bit of upwards mobility in one of
the few positions that allowed that. Clerks, once established, could travel, leaving their humble
beginnings behind.I find it fascinatining in this context.Because I have already learned
Spencerian Script, I am equipped to practice from this book. I began with tracing paper, moved
on to isolating letters, and am now working my way through a particular alphabet. I feel learning
one script at a time is best. I am not, and will never be an expert, but as a person interested in
both history and handwriting,  this book is amazing.”

P. Flores, “Beautiful book. The Universal Penman is a beautiful book, and a must-see for anyone
interested in the ornate writing styles that have long-since fallen out of fashion. The first few
pages give a brief (but interesting) history about George Bickham and his engraved plates, and
each page after that models a different writing style, usually in the form of a poem, a bill of
exchange, or a document that there's no reason you need to know the content of but it sure is
fun to see the perfect swirls and flourishes dancing around the page.Before this book arrived I
thought "maybe I'll be able to learn some fancy old-fashioned writing!" Hahaha no. That would
be like me buying a book with pictures of finished tables and thinking I would learn woodworking.
The end result depicted is the result of a craft that is so refined and far outside my reality that I
don't even know what to practice in order to begin practicing (and that's as someone who has
done some decent calligraphy in the past). That said, the book itself is a joy to look at, and is still
valuable as a way to enjoy a beautiful art form.”

Ere, “Indispensable for calligraphy enthusiasts. This is a must-have for every calligraphy
enthusiast. This isn't a manual, it's a beautiful compendium of exemplars from many renowned



XVIII Century master penmen. It's a great source of inspiration and reference to study
morphology of different letter styles.”

LBmister, “Excellent exemplars.. This book is filled with beautiful examples of 18th century round
hand. I love it. I am in awe of the expertise in the book. I will use it to form letters after I master
the basic strokes.”

teimuraz, “Primus inter pares !!!. George Bickham's monumental work , both the artwork and
calligraphy is stunning. It's full of writing samples from the classical period of round hand
calligraphy. You can just admire the sheer beauty of the handwritten word. George Bickham the
Elder (1684-1758) was the finest calligraphic engraver of his day. He was also an excellent
penman, as 18 of these plates show, but he employed 25 leading writing masters to compose
the bulk of this, his best known work, a collection of writing exemplars which helped to
popularize the English Round Hand script in the 18th century.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A Beautiful Study of Vintage Calligraphy. Great reproduction of a
fascinating flourishing manuscript. No actual lessons, but perfect for studying and trying to
recreate some of the beautiful calligraphy inside.”

Reading Angel, “Great reference. The Universal Penman is a wonderful book to pour over when
you want to see a variety of flourishes and Copperplate script. If you do any calligraphy, then this
book is a great addition to your reference library. You can dissect the examples and see how to
incorporate them into your own work. Or you can just admire the sheer beauty of the handwritten
word.”

adadletters, “A precious gem. The media could not be loaded.
                
            
                
            
        
    
    



  
  
The Universal Penman engraved by George Bickham is my wonderland. I often get so lost in
the beauty of the flourished references this book contains! Amazing.”

Patrick B., “Detailed images. Great pages, good information with each reproduction.”

Stompie, “Great book. THe book is full of fantastic writing. A great load of examples that show
just how excellent handwriting can be and although some are so fancy I can't make out what is
written it just shows how far we have gone away from good old craftmanship.When I sit down to
write I first page through the book to get inspiration!”

The book by George Bickham has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 286 people have provided feedback.
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